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Abstract: A thick client web application prototype is a web-application for presentation 

similar to that of an office application like Microsoft PowerPoint, Google Docs etc., The 

project introduces a framework that provides a prototype for developing modern web 

applications and helps in overcoming challenges involved and empower them with latest 

technologies like server push-pull, internet polling techniques. 
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INTRODUCTION 

Page-centric Web development structures an application into individual scripts, each conscientious 
for processing a user request and producing a response. [1-7]Links pass control from one script to the 
next. This forces a go-to hardwiring of the control stream because each page must comprehend what 
comes next. [8-12]In spite of the software developers have long considered go-to statements destructive, 
they are still present in today’s mainstream architecture, and they obstruct the recycle of pages in diverse 
parts mainstream of the application. Nowadays, numerous complex applications are fabricated with a 
web browser as their main client interface.  

In this project we introduce, a web application system that gives a uniform and pure object-oriented 
perspective on web applications. We provide a prototype that could be referenced in future for creating 
advanced web applications. 

OBJECTIVE 

This project aims at overcoming issues involved in developing modern web applications and 
additionally extends them with modern features. The project also intend at making the application to 
possess same look and feel as of a desktop application and empower them with cross platform 
compatibility across devices. [8-11] 

This prototype is potentially capable of running in various platforms, as it is a traditional web 
application that just runs inside a browser sandboxed environment. Since all major browsers follow W3C 
web standards, the application performance and rendering is same across all platforms and devices. 
Additionally the application can switch between Thick Client and Thin Client architecture so that the end 
users can work either offline or online which means they are independent of network availability. When 
network is available the application can pull the users content from the server, otherwise can make use of 
local file system. In case of pushing data, the same methodology follows. It introduces an abstraction layer 
over the asynchronous interaction protocol between the client and server to provide the illusion of using 
desktop application. [10-11] 

This prototype also overcomes the current web application development challenges which includes 
hot-debugging/compilation, object re-usage, etc., since the application follows web application standards 
and can run in server side, it is capable of serving as SaaS application in cloud environment. 

RELATED WORKS 

Seaside is open source and in prolific use in many business-related applications  
Seaside introduces a layer of abstraction over the non concurrent interaction protocol between the 

client and server to grant the illusion of developing a desktop application. This high level of deliberation 
is made possible by the reflective abilities of Smalltalk. The drawback of existing system as follows: 

 Memory efficiency is a questionable factor 
 Complete workload on individual client 
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 Network capabilities and features are not considered into account 
 Lack of SaaS capabilities and advanced network features. 

PROPOSED SYSTEM 

The proposed design composed of a “background level” written in python running in a single thread 
and HTML for event handling and presenting a view to the user. 

All the UI components are created and reused with the single page and memory optimization is done 
by pushing all unfocused (but used) components to a cache file. 

Hot debugging and recompilation is being achieved by integrating the application with the browser 
add-on, which has options to debug both guy components as well as variables in the program. 

Recompilation can be done on the fly without running the whole program after some modification. 
Workload on individual system is being reduced with the availability of internet connectivity. The 

background python thread automatically detects the availability of network and connects to the server 
and hereafter uses the server resources and server space rather than eating client resources. 

The Real-time sharing features allow multiple users to collaborate and run the application using a 
polling technique, where set of users subscribe to a single publisher and keep polling for new data and 
updates. The polling module keeps checking the publishers state through a central server and updating 
the changes on client side if there occurs a update on latter. Similarly in case of publisher the module 
keeps track of current publisher state to which all clients are subscribed to. 

OVERALL ARCHITECTURE  

The basic architecture of our prototype is a three tier layer consists of presentation, processing and 
storage layers. The architecture consists of three layers, 

Top level presentation layer written in CSS, java script and html which is responsible of displaying 
contents and also to receive inputs form the end user and record all events taking place at client side. 

 
Fig. 1: Architecture Diagram 

Middle level processing layer is a python http handler or a light weight python http server that takes 
responsible for processing HTTP get and post requests originating from the client side and taking the 
appropriate actions and responding the client with associated data/actions .this layer also takes care of 
resource detection and allocation, which plays vital role in reducing the workload on client. This layer is 
also responsible for publishing user events occurring at client side and also to subscribe to any hosts if 
available. 
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Bottom level consists of a storage layer which is primarily responsible for data storage and session 
state storage. The python layer decides whether the storage must be switched to local file system or 
remote file system based on availability of network resources. 

Objects prototype everything in the system is considered to be objects. Every objects such as image, 
video etc.., possess of various attributes like uniqueid, dimensions, appearance properties and is linked 
with events like click, mouse-over, mouse-out etc.. 

Event Management Module 

This module is used to handle user events and inputs. Since end-users interact with the system 
through graphical user interface and these actions must be recorded and has to be sent to processing 
layer for processing.  

In addition to that, performing asynchronous communication with background layer (Python thread) 
is also being carried out by this module. 

Local File-IO Management Module  

IO management module is responsible for saving and loading data to and from the local file system 
and performs reading and writing operations and maintains cache files and validates them with 
timestamp and last modified time. 

Since the memory efficiency is improved by maintaining cache files this module decides how much 
data has to be cached and other attributes of cache files. 

Background Python Thread: http Handler 

This module is basically a python background thread used to process all inputs originating from the 
front-end and to provide response to the top presentation layer. In addition to processing user events it 
has to take care of other tasks too. It contains following sub modules. 

Caching Modules 

Its primary responsibility is to cache reusable objects. When an object is being reused again and again 
it is being cached so as to achieve memory efficiency and fast access. When the application is closed, the 
state of working files and application is also saved into the cache file for later access.  

Resource Detection Modules 

To detect various resources available in local file system and if network is available, detect resources 
available in the remote environment. 

Unless the external resource is available this module makes arrangements to use the current local 
system resources and storage features, but as soon as network availability is sensed the resources 
available in network is being listed and the control is transferred to the server filesystem and thus 
reducing the workload on client. 

Network Resource Management Module 

1) Polling Module 

Real time sharing feature is implemented using polling module, which is used to broadcast states of 
users across all listening clients. The publisher constantly publishes his state and the subscribers who all 
subscribed to the publishers content keeps polling the change of state or actions performed by the 
publisher and the polling module implements this functionality. Precisely at subscriber side the module is 
responsible to periodically check the subscriber state and at the publisher side to update and broadcast 
the change of state to all subscribers otherwise called listeners. 

2) Server-runtime Module 

Server runtime modules processes all requests from client with server runtime and allocates server 
resources like memory, disk space etc., so that client resource usage is minimized. 

Thus an overview of modules that makes up the whole system is explained. Each module and their 
respective functionalities are explained. The system is mainly composed of four major modules and 
various sub-modules under every module. 

CONCLUSION  

Thus prototype successfully helps to solve challenges involved in developing modern web applications 
and also extend them with latest technologies and trending web features. 
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Our project will act as a blueprint for building high performance future web applications that could 
someday replace the traditional desktop applications completely. 

Compared to the advantages of our prototype, there are few disadvantages too.  The prototype is 
designed and optimized by keeping in mind with the modern computing power and architecture and 
hence the performance measures could be applied to modern computing speed and memory. With older 
browsers and low computing resources the prototype will experience a performance hit.   
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